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Dileptons in PHENIX:  
Au+Au Collisions 
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Dileptons are interesting probes for studying 
many puzzles in Heavy Ion Physics. 

Produced during all stages of  collision and 
do not interact strongly with the medium. 

Provides access to thermal radiation, chiral 
symmetry restoration, medium modification 
of  vector mesons, and uncorrelated charm/
bottom. 

Strong enhancement of  e+e- pairs at low 
masses. (m=0.2-0.7 GeV/c2).  

Currently no theory successfully explains 
this excess. 
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Signal/Background 

•  Signal to background in PHENIX 
published measurement ~1/200 in 
most interesting low mass region. 

•  Backgrounds dominated by 
uncorrelated pairs from partially 
reconstructed π0 Dalitz decays 
andγ-conversions. 

•  Only way to identify such pairs is to 
tag them before they get separated 
by the magnetic field.   

•  The HBD was designed to help 
reduce these systematic errors. 
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Hadron Blind Detector 
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HBD Detector Concept 
 NIM A646, 35 (2011)   

Successfully operated: 
     2009 p+p data  
     2010 Au+Au data 

the vertex, they have less magnetic field to traverse than the reconstruction
assumes and therefore are assigned a momentum that is too high. However,
they still deposit all of their energy in the EMCal making the measured energy
of the track correct.

Figure 3.15: Left: birds-eye view of the HBD support struts. Right: View of
the HBD struts from below.

With a momentum higher than its energy, the measured E/p of such a
track is too low. This creates a peak in the E/p distribution around 0.5 – 0.6
in the EMCal sectors that are at the top of the detector (3 in the east arm, 7
in the west arm). Figure 3.16 shows the E/p distributions independently for
each charge. Predictably, the magnetic field bends all positive ! tracks into
the west arm and negative ! tracks into the east arm (! is defined in Section
??).

Since these "-conversion electrons are located at # near the top of the
detector and peak in E/p around 0.6, they are best identified in the 2D plane
of #DC vs E/p. Figure 3.17 shows the #DC distribution as well the #DC vs
E/p plane. A two-dimensional cut in this plane (shown as the red dotted
line) proved to be the most e!cient way to remove these electrons. For a full
discussion on "-conversions and how they are more generally dealt with, see
Section 3.4.1

28

Windowless Cherenkov detector 
GEM, CSI photo-cathode readout 
Pure CF4: N0 = 322 cm-1 
2.4% total radiation length. 
 
Opening angle preserved by creating 
magnetic field free region.  
 
Heavier meson decays have large 
opening angles. Dalitz decays and 
conversions tightly peaked around 
2me. 
 
Possible to identify e+e- from π0 
Dalitz decays and  conversions by 
the opening angle.  



HBD Performance 
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Improvement in S/B in p+p analysis using HBD.  

Double electron charge peaks at ~40 pe 
e+e- small opening angle (<30 mrad) 

  → Dalitz or conversion candidate 

Single electron charge peaks at 20 pe 
e+e- large opening angle (>100 mrad)  

 → Vector mesons or other signal 

Good single to double separation 



Dielectron Results in  
p+p 200 GeV 



Cocktail 
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Open heavy flavor (c,b) contributions 
determined using MC@NLO 

•  Use mT scaling for shape of  other 
hadrons, normalize to measured data 

•  Fits are done independently for each 
particle and each centrality	


Cocktail 
MC@NLO 
Correlated charmed hadron contribution. 

8.1 Hadronic Cocktail

Everybody has to believe in
something. I believe I’ll have
another drink.

W. C. Fields

Exodus takes a parametrization of the pT dependence of the invariant
cross section of neutral and charged pions as primary input. The pion pT
distributions, as reported by PHENIX [59] [17], were fit to a modified Hagedorn
function:

E
d3!

dp3
= A

!

e!(apT+bp2T ) + pT/p0
"!n

(8.1)

Table 8.1 shows the fit values and uncertainties. In addition to the pions,
the other hadrons were parametrized utilizing the observed phenomenon of
mT scaling. The modified Hagedorn function (Equation 8.1) can be used to
fit the pT spectra of the other hadrons by fixing all free parameters except the
amplitude, A, and replacing

pT !
#

p2T "m2
!0 +m2

h (8.2)

where mh is the mass of the hadron. The fit of the overall normalization then
relates the total dN/dy of a given hadron to the dN/dy of the pions. This ratio
is then used as input to the Exodus simulation. The successful description
of mT scaling is apparent in Figure 8.1 which shows the pT spectra for the "0,
"±, #, $, %, and J/&. For the mesons that have not yet been measured in
PHENIX, namely #", ', and &", the yield is assumed to scale the same as in
p+p collisions with respect to the nearest meson in mass. For example, the $
is the closest meson in mass to the ', so the '/" ratio is found by

('/")dAu

($/")dAu =
('/")pp

($/")pp
(8.3)

Table 8.2 is a compilation of the meson/" ratios used as input to Exodus

in the d+Au analysis (as well as p+p and Au+Au ).
Exodus applies the branching ratios [37] and implements the decay kine-

matics according to [60]. The electrons undergo both internal and exter-
nal bremsstrahlung. External bremsstrahlung is approximated by placing
all detector material to be traversed by the electron at the radius of the
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J/ψ shape from pp, yield from pp scaled by 
Ncoll RAA 

Hadronic cocktail is estimated using 
measured data from π0 and charged pions fit 
to a modified Hagedorn function. mT scaling 
is used for shape of  other hadrons. 
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MC@NLO 

Negligible difference in total cocktail when using PYTHIA vs 
MC@NLO for open heavy flavor.  

MC@NLO reproduces the measured pT distributions of  e+e- pairs 
as opposed to PYTHIA.  
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Use preliminary plot 



Run 9 p+p Results 

Excellent agreement between data and cocktail.  
Fully consistent with published result PR C81, 034911 (2010) 
Baseline for Au+Au analysis, provides testing ground for understanding the 
HBD. 
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Animate S/B 

p+p Analysis: signal/background improvement

Poster 74, D. Sharma
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Factor ⇡ x5 - x10 improvement in S/B in p+p

This improvement is achieved using the HBD just as another EID detector
More should be possible in p+p by using double rejection cut, but this is not the
limiting systematic uncertainty in p+p results

Ermias ATOMSSA (PHENIX, SBU) QM1012, PHENIX HBD Dielectrons August 15, 2012 10 / 17

Improves S/B by factor of  5.  



Results in Au+Au 



HBD in Au+Au collisions 

•  High Occupancy ~100% in central events mostly due to 
scintillation in CF4.  
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HBD module 
before subtraction: 

HBD module after 
subtraction: Two approaches 

•  Average charge per pad is subtracted on event-by-event 
basis for each module. 

•  After subtracting the underlying event occupancy 
reduced to ~15% in MinBias 

•  The remaining fluctuations can still mimic electron 
signals (fake electrons) 

 Mean single signal ~ 20pe over 3 pads 

 Mean background  ~ 10pe per pad 

 => Very high fake id rate 



Au+Au analysis Details 
Two independent  analysis streams: provide crucial consistency check 
In both analyses, the combinatorial background is subtracted using mixed events.  

Stream A 

HBD: underlying event subtraction 
using average charge per pad  

Neural network for eid and for 
single/double electron separation 

Correlated background (cross pairs 
and jets) subtracted using 
acceptance corrected like-sign 
spectra 

Stream B 

HBD: underlying event subtraction 
using average charge in track projection 
neighborhood 

Standard 1D eid cuts and single/double 
electron separation 

Correlated background subtracted using 
MC for the cross pairs and jet pairs. 

Results for stream A will be compared to cocktail: 60-92%, 40-60%, 20-40% 
Results for stream B are used as a cross check. 
Strong run QA and strong fiducial cuts in both analysis streams 
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Steps in Analysis 

Step in eID 

Track reconstruction 

Electron selection cut 

HBD projection cut 

HBD strut cut 

pT > 0.2 GeV/c 

HBD matching 

Neural network eID 

2 TRACK SELECTION AND ELECTRON IDENTIFICATION 21
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Figure 15: The E/p distribution after applying the track cuts, for minimum bias data.

Table 6: Source by source contribution for the case of reconstructed tracks, standard eID, neural
network eID, previous+neural network single/double cuts, previous+open Dalitz cuts, previous+DC
fiducial cuts. Centrality: 0-10%.

The E/p distribution for each step of  the 
analysis.  
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Show numbers for improvement in purity or FOM. 
Remove references to EWG PISA, projection cut, etc. 

NN input variables: E/p, prob, n0, 
chi2/npe0, disp, hbdid, hbdsize 



HBD double Hit Rejection 
5 HBD DOUBLE HIT REJECTION 71

Figure 63: Simulated single and double charge response for clusters containing 2 pads (left), effi-
ciency and rejection (middle) and figure of merit (right). Centrality 70-80%.

We study the expected topology of the open Dalitz pairs using data in the following way:

• select fully reconstructed pairs (e+e�) from the data, with an opening angle < 0.1 rad
• select one track (e+) as the primary
• require the cluster pointed by the primary track (=primary cluster) to satisfy the single/double

cut, depending on the centrality and cluster size, as determined above
• examine the pad pointed by the secondary track (e�) depending on:

– centrality
– primary cluster size
– distance from the primary cluster:

⇤ 1st neighbor A (close, distance from the projection point < 2.6 cm)
⇤ 1st neighbor B (far, distance from the projection point > 2.6 cm)
⇤ 2nd neighbor

• determine the missing charge (=charge in the pad pointed by the secondary track, which does
not belong to the primary cluster)

• determine the threshold for the missing charge to minimize the probability to pick up random
hits:

– require the total probability to pick up a random pad in the first neighbors to be < 20%.
Since there are 6 first neighbors, the probability that a single pad is a random hit should
be < 4%.

– require the total probability to pick up a random pad in the second neighbors to be < 20%.
Since there are 12 second neighbors, the probability that a single pad is a random hit
should be < 2%.

An example of the missing charge distribution in the first and the second neighbor is shown in
Figure 64. The results for all centralities and primary cluster charges are summarized in Tables 16 -
18.

Simulated single and double charge 
response for clusters containing 2 pads.  

Efficiency and rejection for centrality 
70-80%.  
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Neural Network Details 
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Neural Net output for signal 
(red) and background (blue) for 
the givien input variables for 
centrality 30-40% and 
HBDSIZE=2.  



Background Subtraction 
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•  Two types of  background pairs. 
1.  Combinatorial background pairs. (mixed event) 

2.  Correlated background pair i.e. π0→e+e-γ→e+e-e+e- or 
π→γγ→e+e-e+e-, also cross pairs and jet pairs. 
(acceptance corrected like-sign subtraction) 



 

+ 

Au+Au Results 
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Dielectron Spectrum for 3 centrality classes: 60-92%, 40-60%, 20-40% 



+ 

Au+Au Comparison 
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Data/Cocktail 
LMR (m=0.15-0.75 GeV/c2 ) 

(value ± stat ± sys) 

PHENIX  
Run 4 (20-40%) 

1.4 ± 0.3 ± 0.4  

PHENIX  
Run 10 (20-40%) 
(preliminary) 

1.98  ± 0.3 ±  0.9 
 

Run 10 – Data/ cocktail  



+ 

Au+Au Comparison 
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Data/Cocktail 
LMR (m=0.15-0.75 GeV/c2 ) 

(value ± stat ± sys) 

PHENIX  
Run 4 (20-40%) 

1.4 ± 0.3 ± 0.4  

PHENIX  
Run 10 (20-40%) 
(preliminary) 

1.98  ± 0.3 ±  0.9 
 

Run 10 – Data/ cocktail  

Data/Cocktail  
IMR (m=1.2-2.8 GeV/c2 ) 

(value ± stat ± sys) 

PHENIX  
Run 4 (20-40%) 

1.3 ± 0.5 ± 1.0  

PHENIX  
Run 10 (20-40%) 
(preliminary) 

2.56  ± 0.5 ±  1.5 
 



Summary 

•  The HBD was successfully operated in the PHENIX 
set-up in Run-9 (p+p) and Run-10 (Au+Au) 

•  Preliminary results consistent with previously 
published results. 

•  Very strong QA cuts and conservative error estimates.  

•  Next: relax QA and fiducial cuts, better assessment of  
systematics and complete analysis 
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Backup Slides 
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PHENIX detector 

	  

Detector	   Δη	
 Δφ	
 Field	  

PH	  Central	  Arms	   +/-‐	  0.35	   180°	   up	  to	  1.15	  Tm	  

Inner and outer magnet 
coils producing field-free 
region for  r < 55 cm 
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Quantum efficiency kept constant 
during the two years of operation! 

Quantum	  efficiency	  of	  the	  
photocathode	  was	  monitored	  
with	  the	  “Scin%lla%on	  Cube”	  

Quantum efficiency 
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e HBD analysis in Au+Au:  
matching of tracks to the HBD 

•  Very high rejection achieved while keeping a high 
efficiency even in the most central events 

Centrality: Monitoring the efficiency and 
the rejection: 

v  Efficiency studied using MC 
electrons from φ-> e+e- 
embedded in Au+Au data 

v  Rejection of  mis-identified 
hadrons and random 
matching determined from 
the data 



Performance in  
Au+Au collisions 

•  The SB reconstruction subtracts local background based on 
triplets around track projections. 
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Consistency between streams 
A and B 

Itzhak Tserruya QM12, Washington, Aug. 13-18, 2012 28 


